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On the Verge 
by Cheryl Rogers 

Planners slam the new ‘burbs hard up against a thin green line of protected rural.  

Cottage blocks. Remote garages. Synthetic turf. Valley views but no room to swing a 

proverbial. Fitzy reckons: ‘If a bloke was having a shower, the bloke next door could 

hand him the soap.’  

Night after night the worshippers come. Bringing offerings to the sacred no-man’s 

land between grey concrete holding up greyer Colorbond and the grazed, green 

fringe. Under cover of darkness, processions of utes and trailers make the silent 

pilgrimage past Fitzy’s red steers camped up under marri blossom. A hoarder’s 

collection of the outgrown, the unwanted and the just plain worn out mushrooms on 

gutless sand over the gas pipeline. 

 

Three panels of peeling white pickets juxtaposed against saggy ringlock and barbed 

wire. Knackered diffs, rusty wheel bearings, clapped out bits of old mowers. The  

inevitable mattress. A nearly new chook tractor tossed when the self-sufficiency 

dream turned nightmare. Enough white goods to populate The Museum of Harvey 

Norman. A European drier with a 6.6 star energy rating and a bold yellow sticker: 

‘Illegal dumping carries a maximum penalty of $125,000 for corporations and 

$62,500 for individuals.’ 

Whole families of once loved stuffed toys, face down, unable to breathe. A serial 

killer’s dumping ground. Bears. Hippopotami. The Yellow Wiggle teddy. One in a 

three-piece sage green Sunday best suit, complete with knickerbocker glory.  

The exception face up, arms flung wide in submission, sightless eyes resigned to the 

Gods, stuffed antlers resting against an empty stubby of XXXX Gold. Ominous paw 

prints circle the sand. 
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Libraries of books. From Shirley Barber’s Fairy Stencilling to Year 12 Human 

Biological Science. Student’s name on a rain-washed sticker sporting a unicorn. 

Hardbacks in a neat stack beside twin exhausts.  

Discarded bicycles shimmer like Christmas beetles and cochineal. Eighteen speed 

gears turned to rust, wheels buckled. A child’s bedsheet fizzing with red, white and 

blue rockets, draped like a shroud. 

Fitzy spits it when his complaint to the Shire falls on deaf ears. 

‘Private land – the developer’s job,’ the autocrat tells him. ‘Council’s only 

responsible for the verge.’ 

Fitzy grabs his camera. He’ll snap the whole damn catastrophe, shame them in the 

press. 

Comes home instead with a chook tractor (needs only minor repairs), a 1921 edition 

of Through The Looking Glass (some water damage) and a striped kitten the colour 

of sharp marmalade. 

 


